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Director’s Welcome
Dear Friends of AFS:
As you prepare for the holiday season, I thank you for
taking the time to review the Fall semester with us. We
here in AFS have been very busy, as usual.
In May, we celebrated the graduation of ten majors and
one AFS Graduate Certificate student. This semester
we welcomed Dr. Melissa Harris-Perry, who
graciously took time out of her travel schedule to speak
with AFS and Women’s and Gender Studies students
about current events. We hosted two Conversations
with the Community and, of course, we hosted our
annual conference. As we make stronger connections
across the diaspora, we happily welcomed Dr. Akosua
Adomako Ampofo, the Director of African Studies at
the Institute of African Studies at the University of
Ghana.
We also began to process of selected our first
scholarship recipient, courtesy of Whitney “Whitty”
Ransome, a long-time donor and supporter of
education and of our program. Donations to AFS allow
us to expand opportunities for our students. This
semester AFS majors were able to go hear Maya
Angelou talk about the importance of poetry and
courage when she visited UNCG, and they attended the
Career Services Etiquette Dinner. Support for our
students comes as we enjoy an increasing number of
majors and applicants to our graduate program. In fact,
enrollment in our fall on-line graduate courses doubled
from a year ago.
Of course, our dedicated faculty members remain
active in their respective fields as seen in the faculty
highlight section. Some have taken AFS concepts and
ideas to other parts of the community, campus, the
nation, and the world.
As we near the end of 2013, it is my honor and
privilege to congratulate the four students who have
completed the requirements for the degree in African
American Studies this fall and the Post-Baccalaureate
Certificate. We chronicle their journeys in the pages of
this newsletter.

Wishing all of you a happy and peaceful holiday
season and best wishes for 2014!
Looking forward,
Tara T. Green, Ph.D.
Professor and Director

Director, Dr. Tara T. Green
“We are preparing leaders whose
understanding of race, class, and gender
through their historical, literary,
political, and cultural studies will
prepare them for success in an
increasingly diverse world.”
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AFS 2013 Spring Convocation

Ten African American Studies students received recognition for completing their
graduation requirements in the Spring. Among them were two AFS Ambassadors,
Katrenia Shelly and Jarrod Rudd. Both Katrenia and Jarrod gave remarks about their
experiences as majors. Katrenia received the Outstanding AFS Senior Award and
Jarrod received the Outstanding AFS Major Award. Alumnus Deryle Daniels Jr. gave
alumni remarks. He challenged the graduates to prepare for advancement and the
ability to help not only themselves, but others as well.
Joining these majors was Armondo Collins who completed his Post Baccalaureate
Certificate coursework. Armondo remains at UNCG while he also completes his work
towards his doctorate in English. These new alumni graduated in the 30th year of the
Program and the 10th year of the major. Faculty were pleased to give them their
customary stole and to wish them well.
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Graduates in the Spotlight
My name is Velletta Yvette Williams. I am
from Brooklyn, New York, however, I call
Greensboro, North Carolina home. In 2008,
when Barack Obama was elected the first
Black President of the United States, I was a
single mom with one daughter in college and
another in middle school. Unfortunately, I also
found myself unemployed from a job I held
for 16 years. One day while having lunch and
reading Greensboro’s News and Record, I
came across an ad for UNCG’s Adult
Continuing Education Open House. Curious, I
attended the open house and was moved by
the testimonies from the students, faculty and
staff. They all said, “YOU CAN DO IT”! I
had not been in a college setting in over 20
years and I was scared, but I enrolled in
UNCG.
After taking Introduction to AFS, I became
intrigued and inspired by African American
History. I believe its rich heritage is essential
to my past, present, and future. AFS courses
foster critical thinking and engaging class
lectures. It was after robust conversations
with Dr. Green about my passion to teach that
I changed my major from Elementary
Education to African American Studies.

I am applying for jobs in the public school
system and technical colleges. I am also
considering graduate school.
“I CAN DO IT!”

Steven Wilkins
My name is Steven Wilkins and I was born and
raised in the Bronx, New York. At age 19, I joined
the US Army, served 21 years of active duty, and
then retired in 2005. After my last assignment at the
Pentagon, my wife and I decided to relocate to North
Carolina. Prior to attending UNCG, I was attending
Central Carolina Community College and working at
the local Boys and Girls Club of America. Believe it
or not, thanks to Bill Cosby and his spinoff show, A
Different World, I was bitten by the higher education
bug. As a result, I decided to return to school to
realize a dream of mine, which was to obtain a
college degree. My primary goal after graduation is
to work helping people, whether children, adults,
veterans, or families. I have applied for work with
several different agencies and organizations and am
not sure right now exactly where I will be. As long as
I will be of service to my community, I will be
satisfied.
Of note, I will be the first person in my family to
have retired from the military and to have graduated
from college. I am very proud of this
accomplishment and hope to set a path that will be
followed in the future by other family members.
I really enjoyed my time at UNCG and will fondly
cherish the memories and experiences I acquired.
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Student Biography
Tonya Doane, a native of Washington DC, has
always had a passion for social justice and became
concerned about race and gender issues as an
undergraduate at Bennett College. While looking for
graduate programs, she learned about the new Post
Baccalaureate Certificate Program (PBC) in African
American Studies at UNCG. She was drawn to the
distinguished faculty, location, and program
structure. Tonya was also excited about the
opportunity the program provided for her to engage
in graduate study focused on the history and culture
of the African American experience while exploring
the idea that worldview perspectives can be changed
through literature, writing, and policy when
considering the intersectionality of race, class,
gender, and sexuality.
Tonya completed the requirements for the PBC in
African American Studies, Summer 2013, and is
working towards her Master’s Degree in Women’s
and Gender Studies at UNCG with an expected
graduation date of May 2014. She is currently the
2013- 2014 Graduate Assistant for the African
American Studies Program at UNCG, and is active
as a graduate student member of the Provost’s
Advisory Committee at UNCG and as a
Commissioner on the City of Greensboro Human
Relations Commission.
Tonya has a strong desire to stay involved with
advocacy work centered on social justice issues and
this influenced her decision to pursue additional
studies in order to obtain a JD and PhD. She aspires
to be an agent of change and a voice for the
voiceless and her career plans are include Higher
Education, social justice and human rights law, and
serving in Public Office.

Tonya Doane

The AFS Club
The African American Studies Club is
committed to providing an atmosphere for
students to discuss topics on equality, race, and
social issues pertaining to the Black community
and other minorities. Meetings are biweekly on
Tuesday's at 6pm. During the Fall 2013
Semester, the AFS club hosted a movie
discussion and forum that challenged students to
critically examine racial discrimination in
America and the damaging effects of some
behaviors within the Black community. In
addition, the AFS Club participated in the
annual Branches of Love event to decorate trees
to benefit local families throughout the
Greensboro community. They have also helped
participated in student recruitment activities.
The officers for the 2013-2014 academic year
are: Nique Williams- President, Ami FoustVice President, Arielle Johnson-Treasurer, and
Lucy Mason-Secretary. For more information,
email the AFS Club at uncgafsclub@gmail.com.
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CACE 2013
The March on Washington for Jobs
and Freedom Fifty Years Later
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The theme for this year's Conference on African American Culture and
Experience (CACE) was, "The March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom:
Fifty Years Later," and featured two panels. The first was on the status of "Jobs
and Education” and included Dr. Shelly Brown-Jeffy (UNCG) and economist
Dr. Rhonda Vonshay Sharpe (Duke University). Panelists explored disparities
in access to jobs and education since the March on Washington.
The second panel titled "Justice for All?” featured Mandy Carter, SONG
Founder and intersectional organizer with a focus on Black LGBTQ struggle in
the south. It also featured Civil Rights veteran and voting rights activist, Linda
Sutton who organizes with Democracy North Carolina, and poet and instructor
of African American Studies, D. Noble.
The previous night, students, alumni, and community poets kicked off the
conference by presenting their original poetry at our literary cafe, “Poetic
Expressions.”

(left to right) Mandy Carter, D. Noble, Rhonda Vonshay Sharpe,
Tara T. Green, Sarah Cervenak, Linda Sutton
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A Conversation with the Community
In the Shadow of Segregation: The Rise
of the African American Variety of Sign
Language
On September 10th, Dr. Joseph C. Hill, an assistant professor in the School of
Education at UNCG, gave a powerful presentation on the history of Black American
Sign Language. The event was attended by over 120 people. As he noted, "The effects
of segregation can be seen in the study of education and language of deaf AfricanAmeris who attended special schools for the deaf during the era of segregation,
otherwise known as Jim Crow." Dr. Hill discussed the ideologies about disability and
deafness, the history of education for deaf black children, the distinct language
patterns in the African-American variety of sign language, and changes in the
language after desegregation. Dr. Hill was the first black deaf person to earn a
doctorate in linguistics at Gallaudet University in Washington, DC., and is a coauthor of the award-winning book, The Hidden Treasure of Black ASL: Its History
and Structure.

A Conversation with the Community
Black Is…Black Ain’t
On Tuesday, October 8th, Dr. Sarah Cervenak facilitated a conversation around the
documentary, “Black Is/Black Ain’t," as part of AFS's Conversations with the
Community Series. The film itself was inspired by Marlon Riggs' desire to talk with
Black people about the issues that divide the community, among them, sexuality,
AIDS, colorism, etc. Combining archival footage along with interviews with Black
feminist and cultural studies scholars, Riggs offered a dynamic engagement with
identity politics, its productive potential and its limitations. Even though Riggs died
during the making of the film, he realized his wish to engage the Black community
around the subjects that divide and, in that way, helped redefine the word 'community'
itself.
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MSNBC Anchor,
Melissa Harris-Perry
visits UNCG
Melissa Harris Perry did an informal
Question and Answer session with
African American Studies and
Women’s and Gender Studies Majors
and Minors
MSNBC anchor, Melissa Harris-Perry
addressed issues that ran the gamut from
race, gender, sexual orientation to the
national political scene and the obstacles
facing minority professors seeking
tenure.
When asked why negative stereotypes of
Black women persisted, she said,
“Because they’re useful.” Harris-Perry
then explained how stereotypes of the
strong Black woman allowed people to
put Black women into a box and get a
grasp on them that fits a racist and
misogynistic cultural narrative. She also
talked about how Black women use
these stereotypes too. Black women
often navigate this culture by using the
narrative of the strong Black woman in
specific situations to get what they want
and need.
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Students seeking to get more engaged in
grassroots political struggles asked
Harris-Perry what they could do to get
more involved. She said, “Go to Moral
Mondays. It’s a sustained social
movement that’s intergenerational and
cross-racial. And it’s happening in this
moment, in this state.”
Harris-Perry also spoke on the importance
of recognizing ones’ own privilege in
being an ally. She gave the example of
referring to her husband as her partner
before they were married and being
informed by a friend who did not have the
privilege to marry that this was not
solidarity, but co-opting. She spoke on the
importance of recognizing when people
are not being the best ally they can be,
and listening to others to right themselves.
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Visit from Dr. Akosua Adomako
Ampofo

On November 17, Professor Akosua Adomako Ampofo, Director of the
Institute of African Studies at the University of Ghana in Legon visited
UNCG as a guest of AFS. Ampofo gave a lecture, “Gender Politics in
Africa” to Dr. Tara T. Green’s AFS 376: Africana Literatures course and to
the professors, other UNCG students, and staff members who also attended
the open lecture. Ampofo, a gender studies scholar and women’s rights
activist, gave a review of different perspectives of gender roles in Africa. Her
informative talk was followed by an engaging question and answer period.
While here, Professor Adomako Ampofo also met with staff members in the
International Affairs Office, department heads and faculty, and the Dean of
Arts and Sciences to discuss how the University of Ghana and UNCG could
benefit from an exchange agreement. AFS acknowledges the Kohler Fund of
the International Affairs Office for providing major funding for her visit.
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Faculty Highlights

Dr. Tara T. Green gave a series of talks
this Fall semester, including a talk on
race to the Minister’s Association in
Martinsville, VA and a keynote speech to
the Roundtable of Ethnic Minority
Concerns of the NC Library Association
at their biannual conference luncheon.
She presented about President Barack
Obama on a panel at the Association for
the Study of the Worldwide African
Diaspora at their conference in the
Dominican Republic. She was also
invited to present on her most recent
book, Presenting Oprah Winfrey, Her
Films and African American Literature,
at the 10th Annual Louisiana Book
Festival in Baton Rouge, LA on
November 2. She had the honor of
meeting Louis Gossett Jr. and Lt. Gen.
Russell Honoré. At UNCG, she gave a
talk as part of a Lloyd International
Honor’s College panel discussion on The
Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks.
Finally, she was interviewed for a
teaching DVD on Black American
Writers that will be released in the Spring
for high-school teachers.
Dr. Omar Ali was elected to the
international honor's society Phi Beta
Delta for his work on the history of the
African Diaspora in the Atlantic and
Indian Ocean worlds and received an
Excellence in Teaching Award at UNCG

by the National Society for Leadership
and Success. Over the summer he was
invited to serve as Lead Scholar for a
week-long seminar he designed and
taught for the North Carolina
Humanities Council on Islamic history
and culture which was attended by forty
public school teachers. His research on
Afro-Latin America continues with the
publication of "The African Diaspora in
Latin America: Afro-Peru and San
Martin de Porres" in The New African
Review and an invitation to give a
lecture at the Schomburg Center for
Research in Black Culture in New York
on the Afro-Colombian maroon leader
Benkos Bioho based on his chapter in
the collected volume Atlantic Lives
published by Brill.
Michael Cauthen co-facilitated, with
Frank Woods, a discussion on Henrietta
Lacks--the African American woman
who's "immortal" cancer cells have led
to numerous medical breakthroughs
without the knowledge or consent of her
family. This discussion was part of the
UNCG Office of Multicultural Affairs'
Contemporary Issues forum. He was
appointed by the Director to Chair the
Whitney "Whitty" Ransome Scholarship
in African American Studies Selection
Committee.
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Faculty Highlights Continued
Sarah Cervenak recently presented her
work on artist Wangechi Mutu at the
Critical Ethnic Studies conference held in
Chicago, Il. She is currently developing
that work for publication.
Dr. Frank Woods was invited to
participate in the Aggie Alumni and
Friends Annual Art Exhibition held at the
University Galleries at North Carolina
A&T State University. He showed three
paintings, "Best Friends," Christ on the
Road to Emmaus, and a portrait of
Charles Henry Moore, the first vicepresident of A&T. Dr. Frank Woods also
published an essay review
titled,“Kindred Spirits of the
Imagination: Henry Ossawa Tanner and
Clementine Hunter,” in the Journal of
African American History.
Duane Cyrus (affiliate), during the
summer, reconstructed a section of
Martha Graham's iconic dance "Acts of
Light" with students at the American
Dance Festival. The dance was
performed at the Durham Performing
Arts Center to astounding reception from
the audience.
Cyrus also produced "Dance Gala
Greensboro: The Vital Grace Project" on
September 20 in Aycock auditorium.
Special guest performers including Lloyd
Knight and Masha Maddux both from

Martha Graham Company performed
along with several advanced UNCG
Dance majors and local professionals.
Cerise Glenn (affiliate) won the 2013
Outstanding Journal Article of the Year
award from the African American
Communication and Culture Division of
the National Communication
Association. The article is entitled:
"What they see as acceptable: A cocultural theoretical analysis of Black
male students at a Predominantly White
Institution" and was published in the
Howard Journal of Communications.
Elizabeth Perrill
New AFS affiliated professor Dr.
Elizabeth Perrill, Department of Art,
was awarded a project grant this
semester from the Center for Craft,
Creativity, and Design. This $11,000+
grant will fund Perrill’s project
“Burnished by History: The Legacies of
Maria Martinez and Nesta Nala in
Dialogue,” a scholarly article and
companion artists’ interview focused on
the legacies of ceramists Maria Marinez
(U.S.A.) and Nasta Nala (South Africa).
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We hope that you will support our Program by making
a tax-deductible donation. Your gift to AFS allows us
to build our scholarship fund to support students in
need or provide funding for our students to study
abroad and/or attend conferences.
To support AFS, please send your donation to
Advancement Services 1100 W. Market Street P.O. Box
26170 Greensboro, NC 27402 clearly marked for
UNCG African American Studies Enrichment Fund or
give on-line at
http://www.uncg.edudur/studentsfirst/give_now.html .
If you have questions, do not hesitate to contact us.
No donation is too large or too small!

INSERT HEADLINE HERE

Continue newsletter text here. ContinueCan’t
newsletter
here. Continue
newsletter
text here.
givetext
money,
how about
your time?
Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here.
We are expanding our internship program. If you own
www.uncg.edu/afs
Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here.

Join us on
FACEBOOK afs@uncg or
Follow us on Twitter
AfAmStudiesUNCG

a business, especially a law office or a non-profit, that
serves a significant number of African Americans and
are interested in sharing your professional expertise
with AFS majors, please contact Dr. Tara T. Green at
afs@uncg.edu or 336-334-5507.

Director: ttgreen@uncg.edu

African American Studies Program
349 Curry Building
P.O. Box 26170
Greensboro, NC 27402
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